A monthly newsletter serving the southern Willamette Valley

From our president

Changes ahead
for our auction
By Greg Williams
Last week brought a long-awaited
conclusion to our most recent fundraising
auction. You probably noticed Jim Rhoten's
"Thank You!" spot in the April 8 edition of The
Register-Guard. Also last week, more than 40
letters were sent out thanking our business
donors for their contributions. Our stay-athome predicament does give ample
opportunity for thought and reflection, so
let us use some of that time to consider the
auction. The 2019 fundraiser was the most
profitable event in club history, raising
more $11,000 for the MFF and Salmon
Watch.
In 2018 the Board of Directors
initiated a reorganization of the club's
annual fundraising event. The goal was to
increase auction proceeds in order to
establish a significant and sustained
funding source for the club's conservation
work. Auction proceeds in excess of club
operating expenses were to be donated to a
local conservation program. Salmon
Watch, a program of the McKenzie
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Watershed Council, was chosen as the
beneficiary.
We have now been through two rounds of an
auction model that differs from past events in
three major ways. The first major change was to
establish a Donations Committee to collect
auction items from local businesses. In earlier
years, almost all auction items were donated by
the members themselves, something like an
indoor garage sale/auction. Peggy Roga has
been the chair of the committee for the last two
years, and she had significant help in both years
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from Al Eckerdt, Steve Hackett and Jim Rhoten.
decided to replace the sit-down dinner with a
Steve Brehm (2018) and Marvin Fickle (2019)
self-service buffet. This move did allow us to
were also productive members. In 2018 a few
finish the event by the target time of 10 pm. The
more than 30 items were donated by local
cost per person for the buffet was the same as the
businesses; in 2019 the number increased to 46.
price we charged for the sit-down dinner the
As the second major change, administration
previous year. However, the buffet meal was less
of the auction is now done with Auctria, an
expense for us, and we were able to eliminate the
internet-based software package for auction
subsidy of $10/meal we paid the previous year.
management. Auctria tightens up auction
Changing the meal plan shortened the event by
administration, improving efficiency,
almost an hour, and it saved a few hundred
communication, and data collection. The
dollars in expenses.
software allows us to build and maintain a
Gross income for the 2019 fundraiser was
database of external donors. Auctria helps us
$14,700. After expenses, our net take for the
organize and manage
event was $11,300, breaking
our auction items,
the previous record by
The 2019 auction was a huge
keeping track of how
$2,000. Income from the
financial
success,
but
it
was
an
items are divided
pair of auctions was
among the silent and
$10,600, with the take split
exhausting process for every
live auctions and how
equally between the silent
member involved. The 2020
the silent auction
auction (110 items sold) and
auction
will
be
much
smaller.
items are distributed
the live auction (15 items
around the various
sold). Admission tickets,
tables. Moreover,
cash donations and the 50:50
Auctria stores the information from all previous
raffle accounted for the remainder of the gross
auctions, allowing year-to-year comparison of
income. Our auction income can be grouped into
auction results. Auctria lets us create an auction
three general categories, each making up one
website where we can publicize the event, sell
roughly a third of the total. We really like to take
admission tickets, register bidders, or provide
each other fishing! The 11 member-led trips sold
information. We can use the software to generate for a total $3,625. Another third of the income
bid sheets for the silent auction and a catalog of
($3,375) came from items donated by club
auction items. The check-out process is run
members or friends of club members, and
through Auctria, which helps with accounting
donations from local businesses accounted for
and the tracking of money. We have only started
the rest ($3,600).
to use all the features of Auctria. For example, if
The 2019 auction was a huge financial
we decide to go that way in the future, we can
success, but it was an exhausting process for
run an auction partially or even entirely through
every member involved. The 2020 auction will
online bidding. The cost of a subscription to
be a much smaller event. The current pandemic
Auctria is modest, only $110 per year plus 0.5
is a disaster for small businesses, and even an
percent of sales.
immediate end to the stay-at-home directive
These first two changes to the auction were
would be followed by months of recovery for the
made in 2018, and they resulted in a significant
small business community. At the April board
jump in auction income. Unfortunately, that
meeting, we agreed that widespread canvassing
event dragged on much too late into the evening, for auction donations this fall will probably be
so a third major change was made for 2019. We
insensitive and ineffective. The 2019 numbers
McKenzie Flyfishers
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suggest our auction income for 2020 will fall by
several thousand dollars without those business
donations.
Recovery from the devastation caused by the
pandemic will be long and painful, but we will
get through it eventually. A second factor that
will limit the success of future auctions is a lack
of support by the membership. The auction we
staged in 2019 is not a sustainable event. It isn't
that people aren't willing to help. It is easy to
find volunteers to move things, deliver items, set
up tables, run errands or clean up at the end of
the evening. It's not that people aren't willing to
spend. In fact, it's gratifying to see how much
money can be raised by such a small group of
people. On the other hand, it has been almost
impossible to recruit members into leadership
roles. We have not been able to find any member
of the club willing the take the job of auction
head for 2020, even though Dick Barnhart has
simplified that job by agreeing to run the Auctria
portion of the event. Nor do we have anyone left
willing to serve on the Donations Committee, let
alone be the chair of that committee.
The lack of support for planning and
implementation, combined with the pandemic
setback, pose a major threat to our new auction.
Without volunteers, the fundraiser will have to be
planned and carried out by the Board of
Directors, and with all the other things we have
to do, the auction will bring in much less money.
The current club budget includes a projected
income of $9,000 for the 2020 auction. That
looked like a reasonable goal a few months ago,
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but not today. We will be lucky to raise $8,000
this year, and the implications are significant.
First, if we are able to pass any money along to
Salmon Watch this year, it will be dramatically
less than the $7,000 we donated in 2019.
Secondly, we will have less money to run the
club next year. We do have a large prudent
reserve in our bank accounts, so the club will
remain financially healthy for several years, at
least. However, the budget boost from the last
two auctions has been very good for the club.
Before the pandemic began the board had
initiated new discussions about how we might
expand even further our commitment to
conservation. We've had more money for better
outings. Along with our traditional East Lake and
Gold Lake multi-day outings, this year we will
have our second multi-day trip to the Deschutes,
and in July Clint Brumitt will lead a new outing
on the John Day. This expansion of our fishing
range has been made possible by the growth of
the auction. We have also talked about how the
additional auction income might benefit our
monthly programs by making it possible to bring
in significant speakers from farther afield. Even
the holiday party and the picnic are likely to be
affected by a contraction of the auction.
As the pandemic threat gradually fades, we
will need to look to our future and decide as a
group where to go with the auction. For now, the
slowdown caused by the epidemic gives us time
to gather our thoughts and prepare for the
decision.

An announcement from the board
As you may recall from the article in the March newsletter, we are considering the
opportunity to become the sponsoring club for the Eugene-Springfield group of Project Healing
Waters. This is a significant decision for the club, and we have taken a step we believe will
help us get it right. We are pleased to announce that Phil Johnson has agreed to join the Board
of Directors to help us through the process. Phil has been involved with this matter from the
start, and he has previous experience with Project Healing Waters. We are confident Phil will
be a strong addition to the board as we evaluate this opportunity. Welcome, Phil, and thank you
McKenzie Flyfishers
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About our outings
Fellow club members: I do hope this finds
you safely snuggled into your living quarters and
you are preparing for the mother of all fishing
events once the COVID-19 lifestyle changes.
At the recent on-line board meeting I
suggested that the next probable outing on our
calendar that we could plan having is the July
event on the John Day River. Our stay at
Cottonwood Canyon State Park may be
accessible at that time. However, if state parks
remain closed, it is a no-go. We will be in
communication.
Greg Williams suggested the Deschutes
outing scheduled for May could be pushed back
into June. Again, if you going to camp at a
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campground run by a state or federal agency, it
would do well to check in advance to make sure
they are operational.
We will be flexible and try to adjust as the
cards are played in front of us. We know the fish
are doing their thing daily. That means those
found in a river are eating bugs somewhere in the
bottom 10 percent of the flow or the top 10
percent of the flow the majority of the time.
Those found in stillwater are looking for that
comfort level that has both food and oxygen to
support them. Find that level and the retrieve they
want and you are most of the way home.
Lots of retailers are adjusting to meet the
needs of their customers. Call them if you need
some tying supplies and they can get them into
your vehicle safely without you going into the
store. — Clint Brumitt

2020 OUTINGS SCHEDULE
*The East Lake outing in July is an invitation from the Rogue FF to join them and the
Southern Oregon FF at East Lake. We are listing it as a “voluntary” outing rather than an
organized club outing with a fishmaster. See Clint if interested.
DATE
May 11-15
June
July 13-15
July 15-22
Aug. 14-16
Aug 21-23
Sept. 25-27
Oct. 2-4
October

LOCATION
Deschutes River (postponed)
Town Run (questionable)
Cottonwood Campground
John Day (“A strong I hope so,” says Clint)
*East Lake (with RFF and
SOFF) volunteer basis only
Diamond Lake (group meal Aug. 15 only)
Crane Prairie Reservoir
Gold Lake (Death to Char)
Kalama Cup (steelhead)
Town Run (TBD, if not held in June)

FISHMASTER
Greg Williams
Gary McKenney
Clint Brumitt
None
Jim Rhoten
Tom Fauria/Phil Johnson
Board of Directors
Ted Taylor

Possible additional outing locations include the very fishable and scenic North Fork of the
Middle Fork of the Willamette.

McKenzie Flyfishers
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Deschutes outing is
still on - eventually!
The club outing to the Deschutes at Warm
Springs is scheduled for the second week of
May. However, the COVID-19 pandemic is still
moving across the nation, and while infection
rates appear to be reaching
plateaus in some areas, it is
unlikely that Oregon's stayat-home order will be lifted
by mid-May. Even after
infection rates start to fall,
social distancing will still
be necessary to avoid a
rebound of the virus.
All of us are eager to
get back on the water, and a
multi-day camping and
fishing trip is just what we
need to break out of the
COVID doldrums. The
Deschutes outing will be on
standby through June. As
soon as conditions allow, we
will leap into action and make the trip happen.
It's sure to be busy out there once the
campgrounds open, so the outing will start
mid-week to assure camp sites and avoid the
worst of the crowds. We will stay through the

2020 board and
committees
President: Greg Williams
President elect: Carolyn Mason
Secretary: Bob Howell
Treasurer: Mark Campbell
At-large board: Dick Barnhart, Tom Fauria,
Peggy Roga, Dave Thomas, Phil Johnson
Auction: (chair open) Peggy Roga, Jim
Rhoten, Dick Barnhart
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weekend so that club members who cannot get
away during the week can join us on the river
for the last few days.
There's not much point in making specific
plans at this time, but as soon as we know
when the stay-at-home order will be lifted,
memos will fly, plans will come together
quickly, gear will be packed and we'll go catch
some fish. Last year (photo below) was a little

soggy and the fishing was a bit slow, but we
had a good turnout and a great time. The 2020
outing should be even better. Watch for a
memo about the trip as soon as we starting
moving carefully back out into the world.
— Greg Williams
Website: Liz Yocom
Membership: Dick Barnhart (head), Steve
Hackett (host), Peggy Roga (host)
Newsletter: Ted Taylor
Outings: Clint Brumitt
Library: Carolyn Mason
Holiday party: Tom Fauria
Annual picnic: Jeff DeVore
Conservation: Arlen Thomason
Education: Tim Knerr, Clint Brumitt
FFI rep.: Terry Willis
Programs: Al Eckerdt (head), Mark
Campbell, Scott Halpert, Bill Laing, Mike
Starr, Mike Brinkley
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Fishing north
coast rivers
By Mark Campbell
A week or so ago, I had the chance to
get out of my quarantined house and head
to the northern Oregon coast. It was the
strangest drive as Hwy. 22 was littered
with signs encouraging folks not to go to
the coast. Chinook Winds Resort had at
least a dozen signs with the slogan, "Stay
Home. Be Safe. The Beach Will be
Waiting." Spray paint on the street as you
enter into Pacific City reads, “Go home
Moronz."
Planning to heed the warnings at the
end of the day, I headed to the river. Most
of the boat ramps had signs closing them
but there were still a few floats that
appeared to be open. The water had
bumped up more than expected the prior
evening as the weatherman's prediction of less
than a quarter of an inch was a little off. We
went a little higher up in the system and found
the clarity improved as well as the color of the
water improved throughout the day.
Within the first 15 minutes of fishing came
the first fish of the day and it was a keeper, a
chrome 6-pound hatchery hen. After navigating
the extremely frustrating and broken ODFW
electronic tagging system for 10 minutes, I was

Our club’s
Life Members
• Jim Boyd
• Bob Bumstead
• Jim Dougher
McKenzie Flyfishers

•
•
•
•
•
•

back to fishing. We floated about 5 miles and
fished hard for about six hours producing two
more steelhead. We didn't see any other boats on
the river that day, but a trailer and rig were
parked up at the put-in when we shuttled back to
get the truck. I’m not suggesting we all head to
the coast, but overall the pressure on the fish is
low and the steelhead are still moving around. I
sure hope the Deschutes opens back up in May
for the salmon fly hatch.

Skip Hosfield
Bill Laing
Hal Legard
Glen Love
Frank Moore
Peter Patricelli

• Bob Rasmussen
• Mike Starr
• Dave Thomas
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Catching trout
on our own flies
By Al Eckerdt

Fishing anytime we can get out there is fun.
Especially in winter. And especially when some fish
are rising and we skillfully land a few. But once in a
while, we get an amazing day where we experience
nothing but large, aggressive rainbows all too willing
to go whatever you throw out there.
I recently experienced such a day. The final count
was about 22 fish between 11 am and 4 pm. The usual
suspect of a wooley bugger brought in six of the 22.
Then the hatch started. And the balance of those
landed beauties were all on dries.
First there was a small
sampling of blue winged
olives leaving the surface. At
about 1 pm, the March brown
hatch began, building to a
crescendo at around 2. The
fish were frantic to hit any of
the five different dry fly
patterns I cast to them. And
the amazing thing — there
were no small fish. The littlest
one was a 12” bright “bow”
but most were 14 to 15 inches
and they all fought like crazy.
I think someone landed one
that was about 17 inches. It
was the true definition of
EPIC!
Catching fish is fun, but
catching fish on flies you have
tied is amazing – a brand new
experience for me.
A fly-tying story
But the most amazing part
of the day is that I was hooking and landing all the
fish on flies that I had tied myself. And I am a brand
new fly tyer. Initially with trepidation, I signed up for
the club-hosted fly-tying class. (I didn’t want to
become distracted from my other hobbies.) But
distracted I became, and I thoroughly enjoyed all
seven classes.
In preparation for this magical fishing day, I had
tied some March brown emergers, MB dries and a
bunch of caddis dries. The fish didn’t care what I cast.
They took everything. But I learned a lot about tying
flies, such as durability. (The first caddis I had ever
tied was good for one fish – it became a ball of goo
McKenzie Flyfishers
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once removed from the fish.) And I learned how to tie
enough deer hair onto the fly to make it actually float
for more than one cast. Plus learning a lot more.
Through Clint’s encouragement I signed up and
became immediately enthralled with the process of
tying flies. Most amazing to me is the variety of flies,
techniques, ways to mess things up and ways to
produce a fishable fly.
In the class we tied (or in my case, attempted to
tie) Pat’s rubber legs, basic nymphs, Quigley cripple,
parachute dries, comparadun swisher, emergers,
midges, chubby Chernobyl, seal buggers, slumpbuster
and my most interesting experience (failure?) was
spinning deer hair, then shaping the fly with a razor
blade to resemble something real. Mine didn’t make
the cut (pun intended).
A teamwork story (and big thank you)
MFF is an amazing club. Here is an example of
why:
Prior to signing up for class, I
was told it was being taught at
the intermediate level. And
being a brand new beginner, I
needed help. So, our club,
being so good about sharing
and wanting to assist, provided
that help.
Prior to first class, Clint
volunteered to come to my
house and mentor Marvin (also
a new tyer) and me with the
basics. Then our team really
pulled together. In the two
weeks or so before class,
Stevie, Gary M. and Jim R. all
sat with me individually for 1
to 2 hours with more basic
instruction. (Thank you, guys,
for getting me out of the
beginner/ starter block.) By the
time the class actually started, I
was ready. Great teamwork and
a true compliment to our club.
A huge thank you to Clint and Tim Knerr for being
the impetus behind the class. We had a couple of
guest tyers but overall the sessions were taught by
Clint, using a camera and big-screen TV. Clint was
well prepared for each session. We received a class
outline and each week received a video from Clint
previewing the flies we were going to be tying at the
next class.
I recommend the class to anyone, beginner or
experienced tyer, for a fun and inspiring experience.
And to reflect on our successes and failures at Falling
Sky Brewery after class was an added bonus.
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Looking ahead to our
May monthly program
Note that the board has not decided
whether we will meet next month, but here is
the program if we do get together.
Peter Patricelli, longtime member, past
president, and past newsletter editor, will join us in
May to introduce and comment on a great and
timely video, The Manzanar Fishing Club. This is
the story of a unique group of Japanese-Americans,
interned during WW II, who loved to fish, and their
amazing and inspiring solution to being isolated
and confined with no outside social contact.
Sound familiar? Six-foot social distancing, stay
in place, house confinement, avoid outside contact.
The Covid -19 Virus Fishing Club: A unique group
of frustrated, confused, confined, isolated, and
socially deprived McKenzie Flyfishers.
The Manzanar Fishing Club is an inspiring
documentary on the power of imagination and
ingenuity during scary, stressful, and confusing
times.
Peter Patricelli, Bob Bumstead, and possibly
other club members have spouses or family
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members interned during WW II. All have
comprehensive knowledge of this stressful time in
American history.
Included will be a surprise visit from TRUMP!
(No, not The Donald.)
Trump Doyle is the pen name of Peter
Petricelli. Besides being a McKenzie Flyfishers
past president, Peter served as the editor and
contributor to our newsletter for several years. His
entertaining writing style, humor, and creativity are
a highlight in our club history. His story “The
Lesson” is a masterpiece chronicling a father-son
relationship, a misplaced fly rod, and the right of
passage.
Published originally in our newsletter, it was
featured in Grays Sporting Journal, a nationally
syndicated quarterly magazine. Search it out – all
you fathers — it’s worth reading.
Peter has returned, after a long absence, he’s
joined in our Google Group commentary and will
join us for our May program.
A retired physician, Pete has become a worldtraveling, first-class “fishing bum,” popular guest
speaker, and fly-fishing photographer and author.
Welcome back, Pete.

INVITATION TO JOIN
You do not have to be an expert fly fisher to join the McKenzie Flyfishers. Our monthly meetings
are an excellent opportunity to meet other area anglers, to have the best of regional experts on
subjects dear to the hearts of fly fishers — and our outings and classes are wonderful ways to hone
skills and lead local waters first-hand. Interested? Just curious? Contact Dick Barnhart, (541)
501-1774.

Have stories and photos for the
newsletter? Or letters to the editor? Email
Ted Taylor at juliated@comcast.net
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